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Absaroka Backbone Project 1992-2002

For most people, trip planning is best modeled by a mesh network.



OBJECTIVE: REDUCE CONFUSION & CHAOS

The process, linearized: 

Collect Beta → Plan → Analyze → Execute

Download: 

TREK PLANNING PROCESS CHECKLIST 

in the "Resources" section.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qPxnFC750mdQHnSbu8cR-r_T-43UCLX98k4nLId88DU/edit?usp=sharing



idea 
generation 

verify trail 
descriptions

Never underestimate the value in calling 
a land management agency before 
planning your trip in too much detail.

Mark trailheads with 
black waypoints 

Mark main trails in RED 

Mark side trails in 
another color 

Mark POI's with RED 
waypoints

PLACE NAME 
IMAGE SEARCH



Study Off-Trail Routes Using USGS 7.5' Quads & Aerial Imagery, Slope Shading

https://backpackinglight.com/backpacking-navigation-apps-course-off-trail-backpacking/

2-D Terrain Analysis: Hi-Res Aerial Imagery - Routes/Camps

3-D Terrain Analysis: Google Earth/Fatmap - Routes/Camps



ROUTE PLANNING PROCESS SUMMARY

The Elephant 
in the Room

There's a problem with tools, 
technologies, and beta...

1. How to steward wild places?

More beta about a place = More users = More impact = Loss of wildness and damage 
"I'm hoping maybe it will become acceptable for backpackers to adopt an ethic that is helpful to others wanting to plan trips, 
but doesn't tell them exactly step-for-step what to hike. I think some of this is a chicken or the egg thing where people have 
limited time and want "the best 7 day trip in the North Cascades" or whatever. So people keep trying to develop/promote 
things that meet that criteria rather than encouraging people to educate themselves on route planning and whatnot. And I 
think this is sort of related to the "best backpack" or "best two-person tent" mindset, where people don't understand that 
there is no best -- just a best for different people in different situations, and they'll largely need to craft that themselves." - 
Mark Wetherington 

PLEASE CONSIDER HOW YOU SHARE ROUTE INFORMATION



2. How to preserve your wild experience?

Learn how to plan your own routes. 

Get off the beaten path. 

Don't let beta & technology be a barrier to feeling the "delight of discovery".

Q&A

CONTEXT: US Southwest Desert Canyons (Grand Staircase-Escalante NM) 

"Any tips for route planning, considering water and camping spots would be helpful. I have 
not tried Guthook yet, as it seems to be a better AT tool.  Any recommendations for near real 
time info on these trails in this area is appreciated. Also, as a backup, which free maps 
should I print out, as hard copy, or should I buy the big Nat Geo fold out and take it?" 

- Bryan Moss (via email)



Call & talk to a wilderness ranger on the phone • check road conditions • review 
active advisories & alerts • local outfitter (shop) & guide service

TRAILS ON MAPS THAT NO LONGER EXIST IRL 

"When I plan routes I run into the issue of some trails on the maps no longer existing. It’s not 
a big deal if I’m backpacking where I know the general area and climate etc (I’m in 
Appalachia) but I’m starting to plan some bigger trips in climates I’m less familiar with. New 
Mexico for example.  

What’s the trick to winging it safely on a trial that may or may not exist anymore?" 

- Jeffrey Holliman (via email)

plan for an adequate buffer • routefinding skills • call ahead and confirm with the 
land management agency • review local (recent) guidebook trail descriptions

TRAIL NAMES ON MAPPING APPS 

"I recently [hiked a route that] was a combination of multiple individual trail segments. But to see 
the trail names I needed to zoom way in before the app would show me the name of the 
trail...sometimes the trail names are missing and I need to trace the trail back to its trailhead 
name. 

Are there are mobile apps that show the trail names on EACH segment of the route, so I can 
avoid zooming in so much to find trailhead names and see trail segment names." 

- Bob Landau (via email)



OTHER QUESTIONS (CHAT)?
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